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Voltage-gated tetrodotoxin-sensitive sodium channels of Purkinje neurons produce “resurgent” current with repolarization, which
results from relief of an open-channel block that terminates current flow at positive potentials. The associated recovery of sodium
channels from inactivation is thought to facilitate the rapid firing patterns characteristic of Purkinje neurons. Resurgent current appears
to depend primarily on NaV1.6 � subunits, because it is greatly reduced in “med” mutant mice that lack NaV1.6. To identify factors that
regulate the susceptibility of � subunits to open-channel block, we voltage clamped wild-type and med Purkinje neurons before and after
slowing conventional inactivation with �-pompilidotoxin (�-PMTX). �-PMTX increased resurgent current in wild-type neurons and
induced resurgent current in med neurons. In med cells, the resurgent component of �-PMTX-modified sodium currents could be
selectively abolished by application of intracellular alkaline phosphatase, suggesting that, like in NaV1.6-expressing cells, the open-
channel block of NaV1.1 and NaV1.2 subunits is regulated by constitutive phosphorylation. These results indicate that the endogenous
blocker exists independently of NaV1.6 expression, and conventional inactivation regulates resurgent current by controlling the extent of
open-channel block. In Purkinje cells, therefore, the relatively slow conventional inactivation kinetics of NaV1.6 appear well adapted to
carry resurgent current. Nevertheless, NaV1.6 is not unique in its susceptibility to open-channel block, because under appropriate
conditions, the non-NaV1.6 subunits can produce robust resurgent currents.
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Introduction
The tetrodotoxin- (TTX-) sensitive sodium channels of cerebellar
Purkinje neurons open with depolarization to produce transient
current and reopen with repolarization to produce “resurgent”
current (Raman and Bean, 1997). These kinetics rely on two dis-
tinct modes of inactivation. “Conventional” inactivation, medi-
ated by the cytoplasmic linker between domains III and IV
(Vassilev et al., 1988, 1989; Stühmer et al., 1989), dominates at
moderately negative potentials, whereas a rapid, voltage-
dependent inactivation, mediated by an endogenous but uniden-
tified open-channel blocker, dominates at more positive poten-
tials (Raman and Bean, 2001). Depolarizations above 0 mV,
therefore, promote channel opening followed by channel block,
whereas repolarizations allow resurgent current to flow through
channels that reopen as the block is relieved (Raman and Bean,
2001).

The molecular basis for resurgent current is only partly
known. The sodium channel � subunit NaV1.6 appears impor-

tant, because resurgent current is reduced by 90% in Purkinje
neurons of mutant mice that lack expression of NaV1.6
(Scn8amed/med or “med” mice) (Burgess et al., 1995; Raman et al.,
1997). NaV1.6 alone is not sufficient to generate resurgent kinet-
ics, however, because several cell types that express NaV1.6 have
no resurgent component to their sodium currents (Raman and
Bean, 1997; Smith et al., 1998; Pan and Beam, 1999). Our working
hypothesis is that, although these cells express NaV1.6, they lack
other factors that are required to produce sodium channels with
resurgent kinetics, including the presence of an endogenous
open-channel blocker and/or constitutive phosphorylation of an
unknown substrate (Grieco et al., 2002).

The requirement of NaV1.6 for resurgent current is not abso-
lute, however, because the resurgent component of sodium cur-
rents of med Purkinje cells is greatly reduced but not abolished
(Raman et al., 1997). The small resurgent current that remains in
med cells suggests that the other sodium channels expressed by
Purkinje cells, NaV1.1 and NaV1.2 (Felts et al., 1997; Vega-Saenz
de Miera et al., 1997; Shah et al., 2001), may bind the putative
open-channel blocker, although relatively weakly. The question
arises, therefore, of what factors regulate the sensitivity of the
different � subunits to open-channel block, thereby controlling
their ability to carry resurgent current.

A potential clue comes from the observation that wild-type
and med Purkinje neurons differ in their transient as well as re-
surgent currents: currents evoked by depolarization inactivate
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more rapidly in med than in wild-type
neurons (Raman et al., 1997). Incorporat-
ing this difference in inactivation into a
kinetic model of Purkinje sodium current
demonstrated that the faster the rate of
conventional inactivation, the less success-
fully the open-channel blocker competed
with the inactivation gate, thereby reduc-
ing the amount of resurgent current
(Khaliq et al., 2003).

In these experiments, by slowing con-
ventional inactivation with the wasp
venom �-pompilidotoxin (�-PMTX) (Ki-
noshita et al., 2001), we tested whether the rate of conventional
inactivation significantly influences the susceptibility of non-
NaV1.6 subunits to open-channel block. We also explored
whether Purkinje neurons retain a functional blocker even in the
absence of NaV1.6. The results support the idea that open-
channel block and conventional inactivation compete with one
another and suggest that, under the appropriate conditions, non-
NaV1.6 as well as NaV1.6 � subunits may carry resurgent current.

Materials and Methods
Cell preparation. Experiments were performed on C57BL/6 mice
(Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA), unaffected Scn8a�/� or
Scn8a�/med mice, or affected Scn8amed/med mice (The Jackson Laboratory,
Bar Harbor, ME). The med mice, which lack expression of the sodium
channel � subunit NaV1.6 (Burgess et al., 1995), could be identified by
their severe ataxia, which was evident after postnatal day 12. Genotypes
were verified using standard Northern blot analyses (Khaliq et al., 2003).
Recordings from Purkinje cells from C57BL/6 and from Scn8a�/� or
Scn8a�/med mice were indistinguishable, and the data were pooled and
classified as representing wild-type Purkinje cells.

Cerebellar Purkinje neurons and hippocampal CA3 pyramidal neu-
rons (“CA3 cells”) were acutely isolated from mice according to pub-
lished methods (Regan, 1991; Raman et al., 1997). In accordance with
institutional guidelines, mice were anesthetized with halothane before
decapitation. For Purkinje neurons, the superficial layers of the cerebel-
lum of 13- to 20-d-old mice were removed and minced in ice-cold,
oxygenated dissociation solution containing the following (in mM): 82
Na2SO4, 30 K2SO4, 5 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, and 0.001% phenol
red, buffered to pH 7.4 with NaOH. For CA3 neurons, the hippocampus
of 8- to 13-d-old mice were cut into 350 �m slices with a tissue chopper
(The Mickle Laboratory Engineering Co. Ltd., Gomshall, Surrey, UK). In
both dissections, the tissue was then incubated for 7 min in 10 ml of
dissociation solution containing 3 mg/ml protease XXIII at 31°C (pH
readjusted), with 100% oxygen blown over the surface of the fluid. The
tissue was then washed in warmed, oxygenated dissociation solution
containing 1 mg/ml bovine serum albumin and 1 mg/ml trypsin inhibi-
tor (pH readjusted), in which the tissue was microdissected to excise the
regions of interest. The pieces were transferred to Tyrode’s solution con-
taining the following (in mM): 150 NaCl, 4 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 10
HEPES, and 10 glucose, buffered to pH 7.4 with NaOH, at room temper-
ature and then triturated with a series of fire-polished Pasteur pipettes to
liberate individual neurons. Cells were allowed to settle in extracellular
solution in the recording chamber after trituration. Recordings were
made between 1 and 6 hr after trituration.

Electrophysiological recording. Purkinje neurons were identified by
their large size and characteristic tear shape, and CA3 pyramidal cell
bodies were identified by their pyramidal morphology. Voltage-clamp
recordings were made with an Axopatch 200B amplifier (Axon Instru-
ments, Foster City, CA). Data were recorded with an InstruTech (Great
Neck, NY) ITC-18 interface and PULSE software (HEKA Elektronik,
Lambrecht, Germany). Borosilicate pipettes (A-M Systems, Carlsborg,
WA) were wrapped with parafilm or coated with Sylgard to minimize
capacitance. For whole-cell recordings from Purkinje cells and some CA3
cells, the pipettes were filled with a “CsCH3SO3” internal solution con-

taining the following (in mM): 120 CsCH3SO3, 10 NaCl, 2 MgCl2, 10
HEPES, 2 EGTA, 53 sucrose, 14 Tris-creatinePO4, 4 MgATP, and 0.3
Tris-GTP, buffered to pH 7.4 with CsOH. Additional recordings from
CA3 neurons were made with internal solution containing the following
(in mM): 90 KH2PO4, 20 tetraethylammonium (TEA)-Cl, 1 NaCl, 2
MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 2 EGTA, buffered to pH 7.2 with TEA-OH. The
different internal solutions did not significantly alter the CA3 sodium
currents, and the data were pooled.

For whole-cell recordings, cells were positioned in front of a series of
three gravity-driven flow pipes that contained a “control” solution (in
mM): 50 NaCl, 110 TEA-Cl, 2 CoCl2, and 10 HEPES, buffered to pH 7.4
with TrisOH; control solution plus 10 �M �-PMTX; or control solution
plus 300 nM TTX. Recordings were made in each solution, and subtrac-
tions gave the TTX-sensitive sodium current with or without �-PMTX.
The series resistance and capacitance were compensated, and the voltages
reported in Table 1 include a correction for the liquid junction potentials
(3 mV).

For inside-out patch recordings, the pipettes were filled with an extra-
cellular solution containing Tyrode’s solution, 10 mM TEA-Cl and 3 �M

CdCl2, with or without 10 �M �-PMTX. Inside-out patches were posi-
tioned in front of a series of three gravity-driven flow pipes that con-
tained the control CsCH3SO3 intracellular solution, CsCH3SO3 plus 3
mg/ml alkaline phosphatase, or CsCH3SO3 plus 400 �M QX-314. Re-
cordings were made in each solution, and subtractions gave the QX-314-
sensitive sodium current with or without alkaline phosphatase.

Drugs. Drugs were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), ex-
cept TTX (Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel), QX-314 (Calbiochem, San
Diego, CA), and �-PMTX (Tocris Cookson, Ellisville, MO).

Analysis. Data were analyzed with IgorPro 4.02 software (WaveMet-
rics, Lake Oswego, OR). Current decays were fit with a single exponential
of the form I � A * exp (�t/�decay) � Iss, where I is current, A is the
amplitude at the beginning of the voltage step, t is time, �decay is the time
constant, and Iss is the steady-state component of the current. Activation
curves were measured from peak currents evoked by depolarization and
normalized by the driving force. The resulting conductances were plotted
against voltage and fit with a Boltzmann equation of the form G �
Gmax/(1 � exp(�(V � V1/2)/k)), where G is conductance, Gmax is the
maximal conductance, V is voltage, V1/2 is the half-maximal voltage of
activation, and k is the slope factor.

Capacitative artifacts were digitally reduced or blanked in most fig-
ures. Data are reported as mean � SE. Statistical significance between
parameters of currents measured in control and drug-containing solu-
tions was assessed with Student’s two-tailed paired t tests, and p values
are reported.

Results
Recordings were made in three classes of whole-cell voltage-
clamped neurons that differ in the composition of their sodium
channel complexes, as well as in their ability to produce resurgent
sodium current. These included the following: (1) Purkinje cells
from wild-type mice, which express NaV1.1, NaV1.2, and NaV1.6,
as well as an endogenous voltage-dependent open-channel
blocker, and produce large resurgent currents; (2) CA3 pyrami-
dal cells from wild-type mice, which also express NaV1.1, NaV1.2,
and NaV1.6 (Shah et al., 2001) but have no evidence of block and

Table 1. Effect of �-PMTX on activation parameters of sodium currents

Control �-PMTX n p value

Wild-type Purkinje V1/2 (mV) �39 � 1 �35 � 1 10 0.02
k (mV) 4.5 � 0.7 5.9 � 0.7 0.02
Gmax (nS) 61 � 5 54 � 3 0.01

Wild-type CA3 V1/2 (mV) �35 � 2 �38 � 2 5 0.04
k (mV) 4.7 � 0.4 5.2 � 0.4 0.4
Gmax (nS) 34 � 9 30 � 8 0.1

med Purkinje V1/2 (mV) �39 � 2 �42 � 2 7 0.03
k (mV) 6.5 � 0.3 7.8 � 0.6 0.03
Gmax (nS) 25 � 4.3 23 � 4.3 0.15
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have no resurgent component to their sodium currents (Raman
and Bean, 1997); and (3) Purkinje neurons from med mice, which
express NaV1.1 and NaV1.2 but lack NaV1.6 and whose resurgent
currents are greatly reduced relative to wild type. The decreased
resurgent current amplitude in med Purkinje cells may indicate
either a reduced availability of � subunits that can pass resurgent
current or a reduced efficacy of an open-channel blocker.

TTX-sensitive sodium currents were recorded before and af-
ter inactivation was modulated by �-PMTX. In all three cell
types, �-PMTX had small but consistent effects on the parame-
ters of activation, summarized in Table 1. Consistent with studies
in expression systems (Kinoshita et al., 2001), application of 10
�M �-PMTX to dissociated neurons slowed the rate of inactiva-
tion of transient sodium currents and enhanced steady-state cur-
rents, although the extent of these effects differed across the three
classes of cells. In wild-type Purkinje cells, �-PMTX modestly but
significantly increased the decay time constant (�decay) of currents
evoked by a step from �90 to 0 mV from 0.52 � 0.01 to 0.73 �
0.05 msec (n � 10; p � 0.01) (Fig. 1A, top). In contrast, in CA3
cells, inactivation of transient sodium currents in control solu-
tions was relatively slow (�decay � 1.1 � 0.07 msec; n � 5), and
�-PMTX nearly tripled the �decay (to 3.0 � 0.54 msec; p � 0.03)
(Fig. 1A, middle). Because wild-type Purkinje and CA3 cells ex-
press the same sodium channel � subunits, these results raise the
possibility that the effect of �-PMTX is influenced by the addi-
tional rapid mode of inactivation, namely open-channel block,
that is present in Purkinje but not in CA3 cells. Specifically, in
addition to accelerating inactivation in control solutions, open-
channel block may compensate for the slowing of conventional
inactivation by �-PMTX.

As described previously (Raman et al., 1997), sodium currents
of med Purkinje cells inactivated extremely rapidly in control
solutions (�decay � 0.33 � 0.01 msec; n � 7) (Fig. 1A, bottom),
indicative of kinetic differences between non-NaV1.6 and NaV1.6
subunits in Purkinje cells. In �-PMTX, the �decay was prolonged
to 1.0 � 0.2 msec ( p � 0.02) (Fig. 1A, bottom). This threefold
increase in decay time is suggestive of an effective modulation of
sodium channels by �-PMTX; nevertheless, the absolute decay
time of �-PMTX-modulated currents in med cells remained
quite brief, resembling wild-type Purkinje cells more than CA3
cells.

In addition to slowing the rate of sodium current inactivation
at 0 mV, �-PMTX increased the amplitude of steady-state so-
dium currents measured in the last 20 msec of a 200 msec step in
all three cell types. To allow comparison of cells with different
current densities, the steady-state current at each potential was
normalized by the total transient current evoked at 0 mV in each
cell (Fig. 1B). In control solutions, the steady-state currents of all
three cell types were small, and, occasionally, inactivation was so
profound that the steady-state current was often lost in the noise
(Fig. 1B, open symbols). Exposure to �-PMTX greatly increased
the steady-state current amplitudes in all classes of cells, although
the extent of this enhancement appeared to vary across potentials
(Fig. 1B, filled symbols).

To quantify the �-PMTX-mediated increase in steady-state
current, we calculated the steady-state current as a percentage of
the peak current (100 * Iss/Ipeak) at each potential between �20
and �10 mV, with and without �-PMTX (Fig. 2A). In the ab-
sence of �-PMTX, Iss/Ipeak in all neuronal types was very small
(�1% at �20 mV) and varied only slightly with voltage, such that
a linear fit to the data gave a slope of 0.03 � 0.01% per millivolt
for wild-type Purkinje and CA3 cells and �0.03 � 0.03% per
millivolt for med Purkinje cells (Fig. 2A, open symbols, B). In the

presence of �-PMTX, Iss/Ipeak measured at �20 mV increased
significantly in wild-type Purkinje and CA3 neurons (to 3.0 � 0.7
and 3.8 � 1%, respectively; p � 0.01) and even more dramatically
in med Purkinje neurons (to 6.8 � 1.4%; p � 0.01). The larger
increase in med Purkinje neurons raises the possibility that dif-
ferent sodium channel � subunits differ in their sensitivity to the
toxin.

Previous studies have shown that the binding site of �-PMTX
is located on the S3–S4 linker of domain IV of sodium channel �
subunits (Kinoshita et al., 2001). Because the accessibility of this
site is likely to increase at depolarized potentials (Jiang et al.,
2003), the Iss/Ipeak in �-PMTX is expected to increase with volt-
age, predicting a positive slope to the plot of Iss/Ipeak versus volt-
age. The �-PMTX-modified sodium currents of CA3 cells, like
expressed NaV1.2 channels (Kinoshita et al., 2001), conformed to
this pattern of voltage dependence. Iss/Ipeak became larger at more

Figure 1. �-PMTX slows conventional sodium channel inactivation and increases steady-
state sodium current in three cell types. A, Cells were held at �90 mV. Left panels, Transient
currents evoked by steps from �90 to 0 mV in control (black traces) and �-PMTX (10 �M; gray
traces). Dotted lines on all traces indicate 0 pA. Right panels, Time constants of inactivation
(�decay ) in wild-type Purkinje (WT PKJ, top), wild-type CA3 (WT CA3, middle), and med Purkinje
(med PKJ, bottom) neurons. Asterisks in all figures indicate p � 0.05. B, Steady-state sodium
current (Iss ) in control conditions (open symbols) and in �-PMTX (filled symbols) for WT PKJ
(circles), WT CA3 (triangles), and med PKJ (inverted triangles) cells. Mean Iss at each potential
was normalized to peak sodium current at 0 mV (Ipeak (0 mV)) in each cell.
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positive potentials, increasing the slope of the fit to the data five-
fold (to 0.15 � 0.03% per millivolt; p � 0.04) (Fig. 2A, filled
triangles, B).

In �-PMTX-treated wild-type Purkinje neurons, however, Iss/
Ipeak remained nearly constant across all potentials, keeping the
slope of the fit to the data near zero (0.02 � 0.01% per millivolt;
p � 0.5) (Fig. 2A, filled circles, B). This result reflects the obser-
vation that the current decays substantially at positive potentials
in Purkinje cells, even in the presence of the toxin. Because wild-
type Purkinje and CA3 cells express the same � subunits, it is
possible that, in Purkinje cells, the putative blocking factor par-
tially compensates at positive potentials for the �-PMTX-
mediated destabilization of conventional inactivation.

In med Purkinje neurons, despite the 17-fold increase in Iss/
Ipeak at �20 mV during application of �-PMTX, the Iss/Ipeak ac-
tually decreased with potential, reaching a level at �10 mV sim-
ilar to that measured in wild-type Purkinje cells. As a result, the
plot of Iss/Ipeak versus voltage for med cells was more steeply neg-
ative in �-PMTX relative to control solutions (�0.06 � 0.03%
per millivolt; p � 0.04) (Fig. 2A, filled inverted triangles, B), and
the relief of inactivation by �-PMTX at positive potentials was
less than predicted. This observation is again consistent with the

idea that, even in the absence of NaV1.6 expression, the �-PMTX-
induced destabilization of conventional inactivation may be
overcome at positive potentials, although incompletely, by an
increased efficacy of an alternative mechanism of inactivation
present in Purkinje neurons, possibly open-channel block.

If, in the presence of a functional open-channel blocker,
�-PMTX permits a greater extent of block at positive potentials,
then the amplitude of resurgent current, which results from the
relief of open-channel block with repolarization, should be in-
creased. To test this possibility, we recorded currents evoked by
repolarization, in the absence and presence of �-PMTX. Cells
were held at �90 mV, depolarized to �30 mV for 5 msec, and
then repolarized to �30 mV. In wild-type Purkinje neurons, the
decay of transient current at �30 mV was rapid and profound,
and repolarization from �30 to �30 mV elicited resurgent so-
dium current in control solutions (Fig. 3A, top, black trace). The
slow rise of this current (2–5 msec) (Raman and Bean, 1997) is
thought to reflect unbinding of the channel blocker, whereas the
slow decay corresponds to the onset of conventional inactivation.
Tail currents are seen only rarely under these recording condi-
tions, partly because of the nearly complete inactivation and
partly because of the extremely rapid deactivation kinetics of the
currents, which often remain unresolved or are masked by im-
perfectly subtracted capacitative transients. When wild-type Pur-
kinje neurons were exposed to �-PMTX, resurgent current was
greatly enhanced, and, in some records, rapid tail currents that
decayed within 300 �sec were also visible (Fig. 3A, top, red trace).
Although the amplitude of the resurgent current was clearly dif-
ferent in �-PMTX, the kinetics and voltage dependence of the
current were similar to those in control solutions, showing a slow
rise and a peak current between �30 and �40 mV (n � 10) (Fig.
3C, top). These data are therefore consistent with the hypothesis
that the PMTX-induced destabilization of inactivation results in
an increased occupancy not only of the open state, producing a
larger Iss/Ipeak, but also of the blocked state, producing a larger
resurgent current with repolarization from positive potentials.

The voltage dependence of �-PMTX binding may complicate
this analysis, however; as �-PMTX binding becomes less stable
with repolarization, many �-PMTX-modulated channels that are
open at positive potentials are predicted to relax into conven-
tional inactivated states. These transitions from open to inacti-
vated states at moderately negative potentials might produce a
current decay reminiscent of resurgent sodium current, regard-
less of the extent of block. Therefore, to test the effect of �-PMTX
on currents evoked by repolarizing steps in the absence of a
blocking element, we repeated the experiments in CA3 cells. In
control solutions, transient currents of CA3 cells inactivated al-
most completely. With repolarization, no additional current was
elicited after the decay of a small tail current, consistent with the
channels being stably inactivated (Fig. 3A, bottom, black trace).
In the presence of �-PMTX, however, a steady-state current was
evident at �30 mV, and repolarization elicited an instantaneous
current that decayed rapidly (Fig. 3A, bottom, red trace). When
CA3 cells were repolarized to several different potentials, the re-
sulting currents showed no evidence of either a rising phase or the
non-monotonic current–voltage relationships that typify resur-
gent sodium currents (Fig. 3B, bottom). Instead, analysis of the
repolarization-evoked currents suggested that they were classical
tail currents; they had an instantaneous onset, their amplitude
increased with larger driving forces, and their extrapolated rever-
sal potential was near ENa (�40 mV; n � 5) (Fig. 3B,C, bottom).
The fast component of decay of these instantaneous currents is
likely to reflect deactivation, because channels are only approxi-

Figure 2. Effects of �-PMTX are voltage dependent. A, The percentage of steady-state rel-
ative to peak sodium current (100 * Iss /Ipeak ) in wild-type Purkinje (WT PKJ), wild-type CA3 (WT
CA3), and med Purkinje (med PKJ) cells in control and �-PMTX-containing solutions, at poten-
tials between �20 and 10 mV. Symbols are as in Figure 1 B. Dashed lines indicate linear fits to
the data. B, Plot of the slope of Iss /Ipeak fitted in A for all classes of cells. Dotted line indicates zero
slope. Ctrl, Control.
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mately half-activated at this potential (Table 1), whereas the
slower component is likely to reflect inactivation as a result of the
relief of the �-PMTX-modulation at negative voltages. Thus,
comparison of the data from wild-type Purkinje and CA3 cells
suggests that the presence or absence of a rising phase on
repolarization-evoked currents in �-PMTX serves as an indicator
of whether or not a cell possesses a functional open-channel
blocker.

The observation that �-PMTX increased resurgent current in
wild-type Purkinje cells suggests a direct relationship between the
rate of conventional inactivation and the extent of open-channel
block. Specifically, the binding of the III–IV linker appears to
hinder binding of the open-channel blocker and vice versa. If so,
then the resurgent current occasionally recorded in med Purkinje
cells in control solutions may be small simply because the rapid,
stable inactivation of non-NaV1.6 channels limits the binding of
an otherwise functional blocking element. To test this possibility,
we recorded sodium currents elicited in med neurons by step
repolarizations with and without �-PMTX. In control solutions,
repolarizing steps from �30 to �30 mV evoked either a very
small, but detectable, resurgent sodium current (n � 2 of 7 cells)
or no measurable current at all (n � 5 of 7 cells) (Fig. 4A, black
trace). In the presence of �-PMTX, however, a robust resurgent
current was evoked in all seven cells (Fig. 4A, red trace, B), with
kinetics and amplitudes that were similar to those of wild-type
Purkinje neurons exposed to �-PMTX (Fig. 4C). These data pro-
vide evidence, first, that med Purkinje neurons contain a func-
tional blocker that is independent of NaV1.6 expression, and sec-
ond, that NaV1.1 and/or NaV1.2 � subunits may be susceptible to
open-channel block if their inactivation kinetics are sufficiently
slow.

The similar profiles of �-PMTX-enhanced resurgent current
in wild-type and med Purkinje cells raise the possibility that the
nature of channel block is the same in both cell types. In wild-type

Purkinje cells, constitutive phosphoryla-
tion is necessary to maintain a functional
open-channel blocker, because outside-
out patches exposed to intracellular alka-
line phosphatase, a broad-spectrum phos-
phatase, lack resurgent current (Grieco et
al., 2002). To verify that the resurgent
component of sodium current could be se-
lectively abolished by dephosphorylation,
we first recorded sodium currents from
inside-out patches from wild-type Pur-
kinje cells. In control solutions, the kinet-
ics of transient and resurgent currents in
inside-out patches were similar to those
measured in whole-cell recordings and
outside-out patches (Grieco et al., 2002).
Application of alkaline phosphatase (3
mg/ml) to the intracellular face of the
patch consistently slowed inactivation of
transient currents at 0 mV (from � �
0.42 � 02 to 0.68 � 12 msec; p � 0.04) and
abolished resurgent currents (n � 5 of 5
patches) (Fig. 5A, top traces).

In inside-out patches from med Pur-
kinje cells, transient currents were also ev-
ident with depolarization from �90 to 0
mV; inactivation of these currents slowed
only slightly after application of alkaline
phosphatase (from � � 0.32 � 0.006 to

0.52 � 0.05 msec; n � 3; p � 0.07) (Fig. 5A, left middle traces).
With repolarization from �30 to �30 mV, resurgent current was
detectable only occasionally, consistent with data from whole
cells. Two patches showed no resurgent current, and the currents
were not measurably modified by application of alkaline phos-
phatase (Fig. 5A, right middle traces). In the third patch, resur-
gent current was clearly visible, although the relative amplitude of
the resurgent to transient current was much smaller than in wild-
type Purkinje cells. As in wild-type patches, application of alka-
line phosphatase to the med patch abolished the resurgent cur-
rent (Fig. 5A, bottom traces).

Next, we recorded the effects of the phosphatase on wild-type
sodium currents modulated by �-PMTX. Inside-out patches
were excised from wild-type and med Purkinje neurons with 10
�M �-PMTX in the extracellular (pipette) solution. With control
intracellular solutions, extracellular �-PMTX slowed the decay of
transient currents in wild-type patches and induced large steady-
state as well as resurgent currents (Fig. 5B, top left trace; average
data from six patches), effects that were similar to those measured
in whole cells. To estimate the time course of the fast component
of the decay of transient current evoked by a step to 0 mV, the first
10 msec of the inactivating phase was fit with a single exponential,
giving a �decay of 0.94 � 0.21 msec (n � 6; data not shown). When
the same patches were exposed to intracellular alkaline phospha-
tase, the peak amplitude of transient current increased (�7.8 �
1.6 to �13.4 � 1.8 pA; p � 0.01), and the time course of inacti-
vation was significantly slowed (�decay � 2.8 � 0.55 msec; p �
0.02). Because of the relatively large steady-state currents in
patches exposed to both alkaline phosphatase and �-PMTX, re-
polarization evoked a large tail current (Fig. 5B, top right trace),
reminiscent of the �-PMTX-induced tail currents in CA3 cells.
The instantaneous component of the current evoked with repo-
larization increased 2.5-fold in alkaline phosphatase (n � 6). The
slowly rising phase of current that is typical of resurgent current

Figure 3. �-PMTX increases the amplitude of resurgent sodium current in wild-type Purkinje neurons. A, Currents elicited by
step depolarizations from �90 to �30 mV, followed by step repolarizations to �30 mV in control (black traces) and �-PMTX
(red traces) for wild-type Purkinje (WT PKJ, top) and wild-type CA3 (WT CA3, bottom) neurons. Transient currents are off scale
(tildes). Calibration bars refer to both sets of traces. Vertical dashed lines indicate region expanded in B. B, Currents elicited by 100
msec repolarizing steps to potentials between �70 and �10 mV in 20 mV increments, as indicated by arrows. Calibration bars
refer to both sets of traces. For the illustrated cells, the transient current at �30 mV in �-PMTX was 67% (wild-type Purkinje) and
108% (CA3) of control. C, Mean current–voltage relationship for currents recorded in control (black symbols) and �-PMTX (red
symbols) for wild-type Purkinje (top) and wild-type CA3 neurons (bottom). Peak current was measured as the maximal current
occurring �300 �sec after the repolarization, which excluded the extremely fast tail that was evident in a few wild-type Purkinje
cells, but included the wild-type CA3 tail current.
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was absent from the phosphatase-treated patches, however, con-
sistent with a loss of open-channel block and unblock. Resurgent
currents in �-PMTX as well as tail currents in alkaline phospha-
tase and �-PMTX decayed with a similar time course to a similar
steady-state level; on the basis of the data from CA3 cells, we
interpret this decay as reflecting entry into conventional inacti-
vated states.

In inside-out patches from med Purkinje neurons, currents
recorded in �-PMTX were qualitatively similar to those of wild-
type patches, showing a relatively slowly inactivating transient
current (�decay � 0.71 � 0.1 msec; n � 4; data not shown) and
large resurgent currents (Fig. 5B, bottom left trace; average of
four patches). Application of alkaline phosphatase increased the
peak amplitude in three of four patches (�6.9 � 1.9 to �9.0 �
3.0 pA; p � 0.37) and further slowed the transient current at 0 mV
to 3.6 � 0.7 msec ( p � 0.04). In med patches, as in wild-type
patches, alkaline phosphatase also converted the �-PMTX-
induced slowly rising resurgent current into an instantaneous tail
current (Fig. 5C, bottom right trace) that was 2.7-fold larger in
phosphatase-treated patches (n � 4). This result supports the
idea that the resurgent current induced in non-NaV1.6 channels
by �-PMTX relies on phosphorylation-dependent block, similar
to that seen in wild-type neurons.

Discussion
These results suggest that the two inactivation mechanisms in
sodium channels of Purkinje neurons, namely the domain III–IV
linker and an endogenous open-channel blocker, compete with
one another for the same, or overlapping, binding sites. The re-
sulting dependence of the extent of channel block on the rate of
conventional inactivation not only accounts for the small resid-

Figure 4. �-PMTX induces resurgent sodium current in med Purkinje neurons. A, Currents
elicited by step depolarizations from�90 to�30 mV, followed by step repolarizations to�30
mV in control (black traces) and �-PMTX (red traces) for med Purkinje neurons (med PKJ). B,
Currents elicited by 100 msec repolarizing steps to potentials between �70 and �10 mV in 20
mV increments, as labeled. Transient currents are off scale (tildes). For the illustrated cell, the
med Purkinje transient current at �30 mV in �-PMTX was 112% of control. C, The I–V rela-
tionship of repolarization-evoked currents in med Purkinje neurons recorded in control (black
squares) and �-PMTX (red squares). Wild-type Purkinje (WT PKJ) data from Figure 3C is illus-
trated in gray for comparison.

Figure 5. Sensitivity of resurgent current to dephosphorylation in both wild-type and med
Purkinje inside-out patches. A, Currents elicited in inside-out patches by depolarizations from
�90 to 0 mV (left) and by repolarizations from �30 to �30 mV (right). Data from one
wild-type Purkinje (WT PKJ, top traces) and two med Purkinje (med PKJ, middle and bottom
traces) patches before (black lines) and after (gray lines) exposure to alkaline phosphatase (3
mg/ml). Transient currents (left) were normalized to reveal differences in inactivation kinetics.
Calibration bar in top left panel applies to all left panels. B, Inside-out patches from wild-type
Purkinje (WT PKJ, top) and med Purkinje (med PKJ, bottom) neurons with 10 �M �-PMTX
included in the extracellular (pipette) solution before (left) and after (right) exposure to phos-
phatase. Traces are averaged data from six wild-type or four med patches. Calibration bars apply
to both left and right panels.
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ual resurgent currents observed in NaV1.6-lacking Purkinje neu-
rons but also offers a resolution to the question of the necessity of
NaV1.6 in the production of resurgent sodium current.

NaV1.6 � subunits have been associated with several physio-
logical specializations: not only are they responsible for the large
resurgent currents of wild-type Purkinje neurons (Raman et al.,
1997), but they are also the primary sodium channel � subunits in
peripheral nodes (Caldwell et al., 2000) and initial segments of
retinal ganglion cells (Boiko et al., 2003), and they provide the
majority of steady-state sodium current in prefrontal cortex neu-
rons (Maurice et al., 2001). The questions remain, however, what
molecular characteristics make NaV1.6 particularly well adapted
for these functions, and to what extent NaV1.6 is uniquely able to
assume these roles. In the present experiments, we explored what
characteristics of NaV1.6 subunits may optimize them for the
generation of resurgent current in Purkinje cells. Our results sug-
gest that, at a physiological level, wild-type Purkinje cells express
NaV1.6 subunits with relatively slow inactivation kinetics, which
make them highly susceptible to the open-channel block that is
necessary for production of resurgent current. At a biophysical
level, however, NaV1.6 is not unique in its ability to bind the
open-channel blocker, because PMTX-induced slowing of inac-
tivation of non-NaV1.6 subunits in Purkinje cells can induce a
resurgent current that is indistinguishable from that in NaV1.6-
expressing cells.

Previous studies have suggested that sodium channels that
carry resurgent current must fulfill two criteria. First, the sodium
channel must have a closely associated open-channel blocker,
and second, the � subunit, the blocker, and/or an associated pro-
tein must be constitutively phosphorylated; both of these criteria
are fulfilled by NaV1.6 channels of Purkinje cells (Raman and
Bean, 2001; Grieco et al., 2002). From those experiments, how-
ever, we could resolve neither whether the blocking factor was
part of NaV1.6 itself nor whether the site of phosphorylation was
unique to NaV1.6. The present observation however, that NaV1.1
and/or NaV1.2 can efficiently carry resurgent current in med Pur-
kinje cells when inactivation is slowed by �-PMTX indicates that
the open-channel blocker can exist independently of NaV1.6 and
that it is in fact present and functional in NaV1.6-lacking Purkinje
cells. The observation that the blocker is retained in excised mem-
brane patches suggests that it can associate tightly with (or is a
part of) any or all of the � subunits present in Purkinje cells.
Furthermore, the ability of alkaline phosphatase to abolish en-
dogenous as well as �-PMTX-induced resurgent current in both
wild-type and med Purkinje neurons suggests that the important
site(s) of phosphorylation is either present on a variety of sub-
units or altogether distinct from the � subunit.

The ability of non-NaV1.6 subunits to carry resurgent current
under certain conditions reveals a third requirement for the pro-
duction of resurgent current, namely, that the channel must in-
activate sufficiently slowly to permit open-channel block. Again,
NaV1.6 channels of Purkinje cells fulfill this criterion. The inac-
tivation rates of sodium channel � subunits, however, vary widely
across cells, depending on the intracellular milieu and other ex-
pression conditions. For example, when expressed in Xenopus
oocytes, NaV1.1, NaV1.2, and NaV1.6 � subunits inactivate slowly
(�decay � 10 msec at 0 mV), but these inactivation rates can be
significantly accelerated by the coexpression of � subunits and/or
by expression in mammalian cell lines (Isom et al., 1992, 1995;
Smith and Goldin, 1998; Smith et al., 1998; Qu et al., 2001).
Because most mammalian neurons express � subunits (Shah et
al., 2001), most natively expressed sodium channels inactivate in
a few milliseconds at potentials near 0 mV. Within this time scale,

however, the inactivation rates of specific sodium channels can
vary across or even within cells. For instance, the ultra-fast inac-
tivation of NaV1.1 and NaV1.2 observed in med Purkinje cells may
not be widespread, because the transient sodium currents of pre-
frontal cortex neurons from med mice, which are carried by
NaV1.1 and NaV1.2, inactivate at rates similar to those of NaV1.6-
expressing wild-type cells (Maurice et al., 2001). Additionally, the
rate of inactivation of NaV1.2 channels expressed in mammalian
cell lines can vary with phosphorylation state (Ratcliffe et al.,
2000). These observations leave open the possibility that, in non-
Purkinje cell types that contain a functional open-channel
blocker, non-NaV1.6 subunits might inactivate sufficiently slowly
to produce resurgent current.

Resurgent sodium current has been most extensively de-
scribed in cerebellar Purkinje neurons, in which it appears to
facilitate the high rates of firing that are typical of Purkinje neu-
rons by allowing a rapid recovery of sodium channel availability
(Raman and Bean, 1997; Khaliq et al., 2003). Resurgent current is
not unique to Purkinje cells, however. It is also present in neurons
of the subthalamic nuclei (Do and Bean, 2003) and has been
observed or hypothesized to exist in other cerebellar neurons,
including unipolar brush cells (Mossadeghi and Slater, 1998),
granule cells (D’Angelo et al., 2001), and some neurons of the
cerebellar nuclei (Raman et al., 2000). Although the profile of
resurgent current is qualitatively similar across cell types, differ-
ent neurons may or may not achieve resurgent kinetics by iden-
tical mechanisms. For instance, the resurgent current in neurons
other than Purkinje cells may or may not strictly require NaV1.6,
depending on the rates of conventional inactivation of the � sub-
units expressed in each neuron. Additionally, the open-channel
blocker itself, as well as the extent of phosphorylation, may be
different in different cells. By generalizing the properties neces-
sary for the production of resurgent kinetics, our results may
provide a context for exploring the extent to which NaV1.6 is the
dominant channel that carries resurgent current under physio-
logical conditions in other regions of the brain.
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